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FLEETWOOD TOWN

SATURDAY was my 100th
appearance for Fleetwood Town. It
was great to get to the milestone.

I’ve enjoyed every minute of being
at the club, but I was disappointed
with the result on Saturday.

We can’t give away goals like that
– another one from a set piece.

We’ll work hard on the training
ground and try and eradicate that.

In the automatic spots, at this
point, is exactly where we wanted
to be when we started the season.

We’ve probably not been at our
best recently, but we’re still in
there.

Given that we’ve dropped a few
points we really should have taken,
we could have been even higher up
the league, challenging for top spot.

What we’ve got to do now is try
and keep things going, because if
we’re up there at Christmas it gives
us a real foundation on which to
build a promotion challenge.

n ElSEWhERE, it’s been
disappointing to see the ugly side of
football rearing its head

The incident at Sheffield
Wednesday, involving a leeds
United fan and the goalkeeper,
Chris Kirkland, was particularly
worrying. Authorities are dealing
with the person involved but it’s
not nice to see that happening.

Sadly it’s something I have
experienced, while playing at
Morecambe. In a game at Grimsby
Town I was in the middle of a
pitch invasion and it was very
frightening.

I think it is down to the
individual clubs to make sure this
kind of thing does not happen. The
penalty for fans involved in this
kind of behaviour should be very
clear. At the end of the day the
actions of a thug can damage the
image of the game.

As players we are there to provide
entertainment for fans, and we
should be able to feel safe doing
so. Most of the people who come to
matches are there to have a good
time and to support their team.

And that is precisely the way it
should be.

n Another incident that was
disappointing was the racist abuse
suffered by England’s Under-21
players in Serbia.

At the weekend all the players at
Fleetwood showed their support for
the Kick It Out campaign, wearing
special T-shirts before the game.

It’s a campaign which, I think,
has done a lot of good over the years
and thankfully such incidents, in
my experience, are becoming few
and far between.

Thanks to the work of those
campaigning against racism in
football, the game has changed
a lot. I cannot understand the
thinking of players who have
chosen not to support the cause,
because its so very important.

As a group, if we ever came across
this kind of behaviour, we would
support anyone unfortunate enough
to be a victim.

But I hope it never happens and,
thanks to the little but significant
steps being made by the campaign,
things really are getting better
every year.

We can’t keep
giving up goals
THE SCOTT DAVIES COLUMN

ScOtt’S corner

Fleetwood town 1 AFc Wimbledon 1
Fleetwood Town’s weekend
match saw them reclaim
their place in the top
three with a draw at home
to AFC Wimbledon, their
second point in three
games.

Steven Gillespie’s third goal of
the season gave Town an early lead
but the Dons equalised through
Byron Harrison.

Manager Micky Mellon made
five changes to the side which lost
to Wycombe Wanderers last week,
including Conor McLaughlin, who
made his first league start for the
injured Shaun Beeley, while Junior
Brown was the only player in the
starting XI who last faced the Dons
at Highbury, a 2-0 defeat in the 2011
Conference play-offs.

After 10 minutes, Lee Fowler, won
possession with a challenge inside
his own half before playing in David
Ball with a low forward pass. Ball
charged and found Gillespie on his
left, who turned cleverly to evade
pressure in the area and poked the
ball over goalkeeper Seb Brown, the
Cod Army watching with delight as
it bobbled into the bottom corner.

Wimbledon equalised on the
hour after emerging from the
half-time interval looking more
threatening, particularly when
counter-attacking. A Jack Midson
goal had already been ruled offside
three minutes previously, after
Scott Davies had parried Harrison’s
shot into his path, but the officials
awarded the Dons another
opportunity after Dean Howell was
adjudged to have fouled Harrison on
the edge of the area, a suggestion to
which the left-back reacted angrily.

Substitute Rashid Yussuff placed
the resulting free-kick perfectly on
to the head of Harrison, who headed
into the top corner for his seventh
goal of the season.

Neal Ardley’s side had the chance
to notch a late winner after Davies
was adjudged to have picked up

a Youl Mawene backpass, with
referee Jeremy Simpson awarding
the visitors an indirect free-kick
just a few yards from goal.

The sight of Town lining up all
11 men on the line was bizarre
but thankfully their wall of red
managed to deflect both of George
Francomb’s efforts.

Town tried to step up the
pressure after netting their first,
but Wimbledon held their own
after a string of early goalscoring
opportunities, despite losing
captain Sammy Moore to injury
after 20 minutes.

Steven Gregory’s cross evaded
Harrison and Yado Mambo at the
far post, while Davies marked his
100th appearance in a Town shirt
with a save from a Francomb strike
just outside the area.

A relatively quiet first half saw
few clear-cut chances for either
side. Junior Brown was the
target of a Tom Barkhuizen
central ball, but the club’s
top scorer found himself
sandwiched between Mambo
and Curtis Osano and was therefore
unable to get a firm touch.

Man-of-the-match Howell, in his

first game back from injury, kept
possession well on the byline and
found Gillespie on the halfway line.
The striker beat Jim Fenlon to the
ball and, although quickly caught
up by the pacey winger, managed to
win a corner for Town.

Fowler’s subsequent cross in
was half-punched by Seb Brown,
but the keeper fell to the ground
under pressure and won a free-kick,
upsetting Ball in the process, who
squared up to the Dons shot-stopper
but no further action was taken.

The half-time interval saw two
changes to Town’s midfield, as
Mellon brought off Barkhuizen and
injured captain-for-the-day Damien
Johnson to be replaced by Jamie
McGuire and Barry Nicholson.

Fleetwood appeared sloppy and
lacking in their natural attacking
spark, a potential reason for the
83rd-minute introduction of Jamie

Milligan for Brown, who had
not enjoyed venturing
down the left flank as
much as usual.
Mambo twice

prevented Gillespie
from sending in a cross
following a McGuire
through-ball, while Ball
came to life with two
shots on goal after cutting
in from the left, but Town

survived Dons’ late
threat to earn a point.
FleetWOOd: Davies,
Howell, Brown (Milligan
84), McLaughlin, Mawene,
edwards, Fowler, Johnson

(nicholson 45), Gillespie,
Ball, B arkhuizen (McGuire,
45); not used: Maxwell,
Goodall, Kinsella, Titchiner.

W I M B l e d O N :
Brown, osano, Long,

Moore (c) (Yussuff,
20), Harrison,

M i d s o n ,
F e n l o n
(Haynes-
B r o w n ,

7 5 ) ,
Francomb,

G r e g o r y ,
A n t w i ,

Mambo; not used: Harris, Moore, Jolly,
Strutton, Jaimez-ruiz
ReFeRee: Jeremy Simpson
Att: 2,547

MICKY Mellon insisted a point
isn’t to be sniffed at, as an injury-
hit Fleetwood Town surrendered
a first-half lead against AFC
Wimbledon.

After Saturday’s match he said:
“We want to win every game we
take part in. We sort of hobbled
along and we weren’t great.

“But we’ll take the point, which
moves us into third place. That’s
how strange a league this is. We’ve
got to be pleased with a point
which takes us into the automatic
promotion places, that’s a positive.

It was a bitty performance.”
Fleetwood were missing a number
of first team players through injury,
and striker Jon Parkin for family
reasons, and Mellon acknowledged
the challenge of team selection.

He said: “We had a lot of players
out. There were a lot of changes.
It’s very difficult to have so many
personnel out, and we were forced
into another reshuffle at half-time.
It’s difficult to keep things moving
along when you’ve got to make so
many changes.”

Town’s performance was an

improvement over last week’s
defeat to Wycombe, but Mellon is
still looking for improvements.

He said: “I’d like to see us keep the
ball more. We tried to go with two
up-front and, with all the changes
we had to make, it was going to
be tricky. There are some players
who are integral to the way we play
who are missing. We had to make
a lot of changes and none of them
were forced on us, so we’ve had to
cope with that, not that I’m making
excuses.”

Town conceded from a Dons

free-kick, having taken the lead
thanks to some composed finishing
from Steven Gillespie.

Mellon said: “It was a very good
goal, it was good to see it go in. But
we were disappointed with the one
we conceded. It was a straight free-
kick and a glance.

“But we’ve got to be pleased to
move into third. We’re not going to
kid anyone and say we’re delighted
with the way we’ve played. We
know we can play much better. But
it’s a tough league, and they were a
big, physical side.”

Junior Brown clashes with Wimbledon’s curtis osano

Steven Gillespie
celebrates his
goal

Gillespie saves point
for injury-hit Town

We knew it was going to be tricky – Mellon

By LIZ OWEN


